Yale Barely Beats Varsity

The Extra Periods Required to Subdue Fighting Red and Blue Team at New Haven

ROS MILLER STARS IN DEFEAT

NEW HAVEN, Feb. 14—Fighting through two extra periods, the Yale team defeated the Varsity finalists in the most exciting battle ever witnessed on the Eli court, 22-28. The Red and Blue fought to the last ounce and never gave up hope until the whistle told of defeat.

Both teams played a slick, fast-breakthrough the entire game and at the end of the first period the score stood 1-1. In the extra period that followed, Price Miller entered the multitude of quizzing defenders, by dribbling through the guide lines and maneuvering a free throw. With only a minute to go, Boston had a lead of five points, but the Yale team was able to recover.

The difficulties faced in properly selecting the best players in the present handwriting is as properly allude to the presence of Flattery. Many teams, in fact, that all the players have been instructed to throw for five miles from their neighborhood. The children in these teams will grow up with机床 skill and wisdom and formulate an opportunity to advance themselves properly.

Through Mr. Trueman's connection with the team, he had the opportunity to acquaint himself with all the circuits pertaining to notational basketball, and the design numbers of the circuits led up to the exhibit in the age as it presently stands, and the ground and structure of the game. Any non-member who desires to see how many players in the game, will be immediately notified.

FORMER BATTERY STARS WARM UP

Mary Players With Previous Banquet Records Are Reporting for Spring Practice

COACH EXPECTS GOOD SHOWING

According to the many players who have expressed interest in the basketball game, there are some of the best battery men and four events Captain "Honls" leaver will take part in. The design numbers of the circuits led up to the exhibit in the age as it presently stands, and the ground and structure of the game. Any non-member who desires to see how many players in the game, will be immediately notified.

Following after quitting his college, attending the military academy, and losing several games played by the Varsity during the season, the Mask and Wig Club offers in this session winners of the Poughkeepsie race.

The dental conference will continue until Saturday night at Wightman Hall.

Outdoor Crew Work Will Begin Shortly
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ENTER TRACKMEN IN A. A. U. MEET

Six Varsity Men Will Compete in Senior Meet to be Held at Rose-Session Six

Large Entry List for Relay Meet

Dental Conference Delegates To Dine
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The Best Business Career

Is what every ambitious senior is thinking about at the present time. Life insurance is one of the most desirable, and one of the most satisfactory as a permanent calling.

In assets and volume of business, life insurance is one of the three leading businesses of this country, yet the field is comparatively under-developed. Only 7 per cent of the economic value of human life in the United States is covered by insurance. This gives an idea of the big field still to be worked, especially business insurance for firms and corporations.

As to remuneration: Reports of college graduates who have entered business indicate that life insurance is at the very top as a source of income. Now is the time for you to consider what you are going to do after graduation. If you are ambitious and willing to work hard and are interested to know about life insurance, address:

Van Ince

VAN HEUSEN

the World's Smartest COLLAR

PHILADELPHIA CORPORATION, INC., Davenport, Ia.

The Best Business Career

Van Ince

VAN HEUSEN

collar of medium height.

The VAN HEUSEN needs no iron to create the fold. It bunches to imitate corrections, it hands to pretend rigidity.

VAN HEUSEN

the World's Smartest COLLAR

PHILADELPHIA CORPORATION, INC., Davenport, Ia.

SIDELIGHTS ON FOOTLIGHTS

"THE GREEN GODDESS"—Melvin Dodge, Artistic Director of Simi, Calif., is at the present time in residence,إی, his vehicle of three-summer standing, "The Green Goddess." A clever blending of the improbable and the commonplace has been achieved by William Archer, the playwright, and the universal thrill for extraordinary adventure is gratified throughout. The audience, in spite of the many who can only dream of experiencing such adventures as befell the stranded air travelers in the Himalayan fastnesses.

The play is amusing "the thing" here, however. The exact acting of all the cast, despite of course by the failure of Arthur, would have lifted even a poor plot above mediocrity. The line's share of the secondary honors belongs to Ivan Simpson who portrayed Watkins, the tremulous voice, whose perfect sweetness helps satisfy the western "civilization" which produced him. It is the only other remaining member of the original cast. Leonard Willet as Absalom, the scientist-friend of the domestically-successful Crepsilon, and Frederick Lord as Major Crepsilon, who leaves down his life to save his immortalized manuscripts, are convincingly natural. Elizabeth Dixon provides the necessary-of perhaps conventional-terrible touch.

But, after all, it comes to Arthur. His road into the simplest fleshy buildings has assumed oriental philosophy-really with the western customs of his reared guests. Perhaps this satisfies our civilization, perhaps he is only giving us a "titter" to entertain—either case he compiles the amusing imitation of every critic.

"SIX CYLINDER LOVE"—Garrett Grove's "Six Cylinders" is one of the most pleasant surprises of the season. While the play may not be the perfect vehicle for the perfect vehicle, the authors, Arlethorpe and Arlom, have created a play which is a treat to listen to. The style is fast, the action is quick, and the dialogue is witty.

"Six Cylinder Love" is an adequate answer to Dodge Bros., owner of "What Comes After the Purchase Price?". We witness the promising young man of today winding up his life in a car which he cannot afford. Jane Walker plays the role of a woman who is not afraid to live and love. Each character is well developed and the play is a treat to watch.

This comedy emphasizes an abundance of humor which is perfect in technique—the kind one knows to treasure. Before it is a perfect shock absorber for the earnest and is in effect like someone stepping on a laugh accelerator.

In short, "Six Cylinder Love" is one of those rare plays that are really close-ups, truly excusable comedies.

P. I. L.

ARTHUR LAWS

CATERER

235 420th Street

For All Occasions

FRANK BROTHERS

425 420th Street

Berkshire Life Insurance Company

PITTSFIELD, MASS.

OCCASION

We are always ready to talk with young men about entering the life insurance business as salesmen and connecting themselves with this Company.

E. H. PLUMMER, General Agent

Philadelphia Bank Building

41 CHESTNUT ST.

Lombard 2362
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BOOThBY S

13th Street near Chestnut

Mina Dolores

AMERICAN SOPRANO

APPEARS THIS WEEK WITH REGAN'S CELEBRATED ORCHESTRA

FRIDAY, March 15, 1923

11 p. m. to 12:30 a. m.

"Gommy" For Dress Wear

Prepare For Ivy Ball

"Gommy" For Dress Wear

W. P. K. C.

5853 WOODLAND AVENUE

Work in which your college career counts

Choose a life-work in which all you have learned will count—where you will continue to live through association with men of high ideals and where your education will be as an aid in meeting men.

Enter the insurance profession. Insurance—Fire, Marine and Casualty—places you at once in touch with big business men. Not only will you have learned an asset but you will be daily improving your education among economic leaders.

Insurance Company of North America

PHILADELPHIA

Indemnity Insurance Company of North America

WORKS PROMINENTLY FOR INSURANCE MEN.

MUSICAL TREAT ADDED TO THE REGULAR TREAT OF BOOTHBY'S FAMED FOODS
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EXTENSIVE CAMPUS LENTEN PROGRAMS BEGIN THIS WEEK

Beginning this afternoon, Milton G. Brown, L.L.D., president of the University, will give a series of four lecture-discussions on "The Teachings of Jesus," at the Church of the Transfiguration. These lectures will be held for four successive Thursdays at 8 p.m., and are intended as part of an extensive campus Lenten program. Dr. Brown has come to the University on the invitation of the Christian Association. He is a distinguished scholar and churchman and it will be a rare privilege to hear him discuss the subject on which he is widely recognized as an authority.

The various campus churches are planning excellent Lenten services and they will be announced Saturday. The Church of the Transfiguration has announced a series of special Lenten services every Sunday at 1:30 during Lent and has many eminent speakers on the list. Next Sunday Rev. Albert Lerner, editor of the Chicago Record in 1916, will address the congregation, following which Dr. Arthur W. Holmes will hold his Bible class on the "Psychology of Religion." Special Lenten services will be held in Houston Hall on Friday of each week beginning tomorrow. Announcements concerning this will be made in tomorrow's Pennsylvanian.

NEW POOL TOURNAMENT STARTS TODAY

Registration for the Contest Opened to All Students Yesterday

University cue artists are busy practicing for the next pocket billiard tournament, registration for which was open yesterday afternoon by Mr. Bell. A fee of fifty cents will be charged each entrant when signing up for the contest.

Mr. Bell strongly emphasized the fact that registration will terminate promptly tomorrow. The opening date of the tournament has been set for March 5.

Students Forbidden Use of Cars

Students at the University of Texas have been forbidden the use of cars, the authorities branding the motor car as a menace to good scholarship and a badge of class distinction. The order applies to university students and to them alone.
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NO CHARGE FOR ALTERATIONS

"Say It With Flowers"

for

IVY BALL

The Drovers & Merchants National Bank
Organizers West Phila. Station, P. R. R.

We extend a cordial invitation to the faculty, students and general family of the University of Pennsylvania, to inspect our new and beautiful bank building at your leisure. Real equipment to render thoroughly up to date banking service. We will welcome your patronage.

Capital, $500,000
Surplus & Undivided Profits $162,000
Total Resources, $2,500,000

M. J. CALLAHAN

3924 Market Street

20th Street above Spruce Street
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Speaking in Terms of Work

The school now embraces two classes of students... Those who worked and those who would work hard this past term—and then passed to the next term. The second class is composed of those who would work hard this past term—did and flunked out. And now they won't work this term either.

The Long Arm of Finance

If anyone has an announcement which he wants read to the entire student body—let him have it announced in Finance lectures.

Local Color

We understand the Ivy Ball decoration motif will be Black, Silver and Gold. We can imagine no more appropriate scheme—especially the Silver and Gold. The Black fits in better.

We Also Approve

Of the idea of dispensing with knapsacks at the Ivy. You know it took only one Booth to ruin that show Lincoln went to.

If you complain about that bunch of odd looking maps you hand out G 6 A 1, just take a look at some of the oddlooking maps they have in some of those closed classes—then be satisfied.

Our Idea

Of a cheap skate is the chap who gives to the Joe Palmer check. Anyway in an obligation to be there, for you can rely on someone getting back on his feet again.

All we have to start worrying about now are those rare cabs in June which have favorite.

Treasure Island

Two Ns and an F in the college boy's card Yea-nya and a battle of rums Drink and the Devil have done the rest Yea-nya and a battle of rums

I* STANDS FOR FUNCTION

Our idea of fun is the case of the Senor who invited a lot to the Ivy Ball—then discovered he couldn't finance the function. Then while worrying about it he flunked out just in time to save the situation.

Blue Pencil

Not This Year

Mr. Hershey, even though constructos may kid on it, the structure that will up the Delaware won't be an auction bridge.

X-Ome

Natural Evolution

At twenty we all think there is only one girl in the world, but if we live to be thirty we realize there are many. If you doubt us, look around at the Ivy Hall.

Life's Tragic Moments

When someone Hicks you in your pocket after you have been some place to get something.

Embarrassing Moments

Changing your hat across Woodland Avenue.

Day by Day, Etc.

Auto-association is getting to be a great need, but can I come across a woman with a bureau figure to reduce on my sympathetic properties? If he can't the fed will be a failure to be large measure.

Persons I Don't Like

The girl who can't remember whether she ever met you, when in reality you have been introduced at least three times.

The fellow who never knows you unless he is about to ask you to do him a favor.

The friend who is forever borrowing a nickel to phone, and who never has any change when you have an important call to make.

"G.

The Allamerican Bluff

"I listened to work for exemptions in all my work this term.

Famous Last Words

"Have one on me."

"AWL BOWIY"

A Noble Profile

For championship honors. The finding of the poor Sweats of the campus to other forms of rapid calculation may be the means for the extra spark of ability which distinguishes the champion in every field of sport.

The opening of a new term affords to college students an opportunity for new conditions: manned only by New Year's and in some respects even superior to that day. Each of us has his slate wiped clean and can write on it as he will. Past mistakes will not prevent the passing of this term's even if the student is willing to do some real work. A good start is almost essential to ultimate success.

Winter Overcoats

Go At

$24.50

None Reserved

All the Finest Overcoats

TOMLINSON CAFETERIA

3704 Spruce

ELEVEN YEARS ON THE CAMPUS

nuf said

"The long arm of finance"
NOTICES

SPORTS

Rifle Team: The following men report to Armeroy for rifle targets for Rifle Team: Ritter and Rawllings. 

Water Polo: Report daily at 3:30 for practices.

Soccer: All men report daily at 11 for practices.

Water Polo: Managerial candidates report at 4:30 today to Houstonian Club. 

Gym Team—Practice for all candidates at 4:30 in Westinghouse Hall. 

Rifle Team—The following men report to the Army for rifle targets for Rifle Team: Ritter and Rawllings. 

Gym Team—Practice for all candidates at 3:30 today in Gyn. 

Water Polo: Managerial candidates report at 4:30 in Westinghouse Hall. 

Gym Team—Practice for all candidates at 4:30 today in Houstonian Club.

Team: Utter and Rawllings.

Open to Armory to fire targets for Rifle Team: KriK nursing Building.

Notices—Freshmen desiring dryshod rooms please call at Bursar's Office, 3421 Woodland Ave.

Book Society: Regular meeting to night in the State rooms.

Engineering Association: Executive Council meeting at 11:15 today in 115 Engineering Building.

CLUBS

Brooklyn Manual High Club: Officers' Carter at Class: Record Office in Houstonian Club today at 1:45.

MISCELLANEOUS

Student Ward: A. R. Stetler, Pre-Med. 

Honda, Ford, Graham, Berkeley Zerk, WA. 70; Joseph, WA. 70; Lewis, Md. 70; Garlock, W. 25; Keim, Md. 70.

Winter's: Biggest Little Drug Store

E.Z. Portrait Garter

The Ivy Ball Special
$5.50

A correct dancing pump in luxurious patent colt with specially built flexible sole.

One of a complete line of dress shoes—authoritative in style and perfect in quality.

LOUIS MARK
3647 WOODLAND AVENUE
"On the Campus"


Our pleasure to serve. Your pleasure to eat at the Old Drury Coffee Shoppe 3421 Woodland Ave.

Communion ticket worth $5.00 free each week.

Nifty Ben
BILLYARD PARLOR
33rd & Chestnut

GILBERT and BACON Photographers
1624 CHESTNUT ST.
50% Discount To Students
Official Photographer for 1922 Nurses Record, 1923 Class Record and 1922 Dental Record.

Imported Scotch Grain
Double Soles
Comfortable, serviceable and good looking

Hugh Cunningham
1627 CHESTNUT ST.
Men's Shoes Exclusively

All High Shoes Reduced To $9.85

FRENCH, SHRINER & URNER
MEN'S SHOES

EVENING DRESS
We are receiving many orders now for Taukdo and Psi Dress duties.

The newest clothes are shown, over seventy five patterns of silk waistcoats newest buttons and ties—Correctness in every detail and the finest garments show merit, distinction and refinement. We give you large styles which may save you the price of a new suit several years from now.

Special Taukdo Suits: $57 and $65